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SUMMARY
In vitro expansion of human primordial germ cell-like cells (hPGCLCs), a pluripotent stem cell-derived PGC model, has proved chal-

lenging due to rapid loss of primordial germ cell (PGC)-like identity and limited cell survival/proliferation. Here, we describe long-

term culture hPGCLCs (LTC-hPGCLCs), which actively proliferate in a serum-free, feeder-free conditionwithout apparent limit as highly

homogeneous diploid cell populations maintaining transcriptomic and epigenomic characteristics of hPGCLCs. Histone proteomics

confirmed reduced H3K9me2 and increased H3K27me3 marks in LTC-hPGCLCs compared with induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs).

LTC-hPGCLCs established from multiple human iPSC clones of both sexes were telomerase positive, senescence-free cells readily

passaged with minimal cell death or deviation from the PGC-like identity. LTC-hPGCLCs are capable of differentiating to DAZL-positive

M-spermatogonia-like cells in the xenogeneic reconstituted testis (xrTestis) organ culture milieu as well as efficiently producing fully

pluripotent embryonic germ cell-like cells in the presence of stem cell factor and fibroblast growth factor 2. Thus, LTC-hPGCLCs provide

convenient access to unlimited amounts of high-quality and homogeneous hPGCLCs.
INTRODUCTION

Primordial germ cells (PGCs), the common embryonic pre-

cursors of gametes, emerge in peri-implantation mamma-

lian embryos (Sasaki et al., 2016). PGC-like cells (PGCLCs)

are pluripotent stem cell-derived cell culture models of

PGCs (Saitou, 2021). Mouse PGCLCs reflecting post-migra-

tion PGCs with advanced global genomic DNA (gDNA) de-

methylation can generate fertilization-competent sperm

and oocytes (Hayashi et al., 2012; Ishikura et al., 2021;

Miyoshi et al., 2016). In contrast, human PGCLCs

(hPGCLCs) resemble earlier stages of embryonic PGCs

with limited global gDNA demethylation (Irie et al., 2015;

Mitsunaga et al., 2017; Sasaki et al., 2015; Tang et al.,

2015). In organoid culture milieux, hPGCLCs can differen-

tiate to more advanced stages of germline cells mimicking

oogonia (Yamashiro et al., 2018) or prospermatogonia

(Hwang et al., 2020).

Although the use of PGCLCs as a convenient and reliable

surrogate model of embryonic PGCs is becoming increas-

ingly popular (Saitou, 2021), the technical difficulty in cell
Stem Ce
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culture expansion of PGCLCs poses a hurdle to its applica-

tion for experiments, requiring large amounts of homoge-

neous cells such as chemical or genetic screening. Ohta

et al. reported extended culture of mouse PGCLCs for

9 days on m220 feeders using a medium containing

10 mMeachof rolipramand forskolin (FR10), stem cell factor

(SCF), and 2.5%FCS (Ohta et al., 2017).Our preceding study

maintained hPGCLCs for up to 21 days on STO feeders in a

medium containing FR10, SCF, and 2.5% FCS (Gell et al.,

2020). Even when hPGCLCs survive and proliferate

in vitro, they tend to diverge from the PGC-like identity to

other types of cells. By repeatedly eliminating such un-

wanted cells from the culture by FACS at every passaging

step, Murase et al. provided evidence that hPGCLCs can

maintain their proliferation potential long term in vitro

(Murase et al., 2020). However, it remains a major challenge

to expand hPGCLC culture to a large number of homoge-

neous cells maintaining their PGC-like characteristics.

Here, we describe long-term expansion of hPGCLCs ho-

mogenously preserving the PGC-like characteristics in

cell culture without serum or feeder layer cells. Even after
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Figure 1. Initial expansion of hPGCLCs on STO feeder layer
(A) Steps to initiate long-term expansion of hPGCLCs. EGFP-labeled, primed pluripotency hiPSCs were exposed to the 4i/LIF medium for 48
hs and subjected to formation of EBs in microwells. hPGCLCs were induced in a medium containing BMP4, LIF, EGF, and SCF, enriched by
FACS as CD38+ cells, and inoculated on STO feeder layer in a medium containing LIF, EGF, and SCF. (B) A small cluster of hPGCLCs formed
after 7-day culture. (C–E) IF with nuclei visualized with Hoechst (gray); Scale bars, 50 mm. (C) Expression of PRDM1 and TFAP2C in hPGCLCs
maintained in culture for 4 weeks (D) Expression of SOX2, POU5F1, and TFAP2C in hiPSCs and hPGCLCs (maintained for 4 weeks on STO
feeder layer). (E) Expression of SOX17, PRDM1, and TFAP2C in hPGCLCs maintained in culture for 4 weeks.
150 days of expansion in vitro, the telomerase-positive

hPGCLCs maintain their PGC-like morphology and gene

expression profile with no signs of senescence or deviation

to other types of cells while their global gDNA is modestly

demethylated upon increasing passage number. Upon

changing cell culture condition, hPGCLCs are effectively

converted to pluripotent embryonic germ cell-like cells

(EGCLCs), restoring the induced pluripotent stem cell

(iPSC)-like transcriptome and gDNAmethylome but losing

the imprinted allelic restriction of H19 RNA expression.

Thus, long-term culture (LTC) hPGCLCs represent a novel

type of stably maintained, pluripotency-relevant cell cul-

ture resource that permanently retains biological character-

istics of hPGCLCs and are easily expanded in vitro as a stable

cell line.
RESULTS

Expansion of hPGCLCs on STO feeder layer

Our preceding study showed an �7.6-fold increase in yield

of the CD38+ hPGCLCs FACS-isolated from embryoid
508 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 17 j 507–521 j March 8, 2022
bodies (EBs) during the last 3 days of the 8-day EB culture

in hPGCLC derivation medium containing bone morpho-

genetic protein 4 (BMP4) (Mitsunaga et al., 2017). Howev-

er, our subsequent experiments showed that removal of

BMP4 from days 5–8 EB culture did not reduce hPGCLC

yield (Figure S1), leading us to speculate that other growth

factors in hPGCLC derivation medium—namely, stem cell

factor (SCF), epidermal growth factor (EGF), and leukemia

inhibitory factor (LIF)—may support proliferation of

hPGCLCs. To explore this possibility, we inoculated

EGFP-labeled CD38+ hPGCLCs freshly isolated from day-

8 EBs onto the STO feeder layer in a medium containing

SCF, EGF, and LIF (Figure 1A). Seven days later, hPGCLCs

formed grape-like loose clusters, reproducing our preceding

study (Gell et al., 2020) (Figure 1B). In this condition,

hPGCLCs actively proliferated and readily passaged for

4 weeks on STO feeder layer. Immunofluorescence (IF)

cell staining showed that these EGFP+ hPGCLCs strongly

expressed hPGCLC markers PRDM1, TFAP2C, and SOX17

(Figures 1C–1E) but not the pluripotency-associated

marker SOX2 (Figure 1D). The PRDM1+/TFAP2C+ double-

positive cells also strongly expressed POU5F1, a marker of



Figure 2. Feeder-free, long-term expansion of hPGCLCs
(A) Steps to initiate feeder-free culture hPGCLCs. After STO feeder cells were removed by differential adhesion to gelatin-coated surface,
hPGCLCs were inoculated on Matrigel-coated wells in STO-CM containing SCF, EGF, and/or LIF. (B) Dispersed appearance of LTC-hPGCLC

(legend continued on next page)
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both human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) and

PGCLCs (Figure 1D). These results indicate that hPGCLCs

expanded on STO feeder layer in the presence of SCF,

EGF, and LIF, preserving expression of hPGCLC markers.

Hereafter, we refer to the long-term culture hPGCLCs as

LTC-hPGCLCs.
Feeder-free expansion of LTC-hPGCLCs

We next attempted to expand LTC-hPGCLCs in a feeder-

free condition. When LTC-hPGCLCs reached �20%

confluence, we removed STO cells by differential adhesion

to gelatin-coated dishes, and LTC-hPGCLCs were inocu-

lated on Matrigel-coated dishes in STO-conditioned me-

dium (STO-CM) containing SCF, EGF, and LIF (Figure 2A).

In this condition, which is referred to as the SEL condition,

LTC-hPGCLCs scattered on the Matrigel-coated surface

and randomly migrated (Figure 2B). LTC-hPGCLCs

harbored cytoplasmic granules that were not found in

hiPSCs (Figure 2B, inset) and still expressed PGC markers

PRDM1, TFAP2C, SOX17, CD38, and POU5F1 but not the

pluripotency-associated marker SOX2 (Figures S2A–S2C).

All LTC-hPGCLCs strongly expressed CD38, and all

CD38+ hPGCLCs also expressed both PRDM1 and TFAP2C

(Figures S2D–S2F). LTC-hPGCLCs actively proliferated in

STO-CM supplemented with SCF, whereas EGF or LIF was

dispensable (Figures 2C, 2D). A significant growth-support-

ing effect of SCF was observed at 10 ng/mL and saturated at

100 ng/mL (Figure 2E). The size of the caspase3/7-activated

apoptotic cells in rapidly growing LTC-hPGCLC cell popu-

lationwasminimal (2.28%), whereas cells exposed to staur-

osporine, a potent apoptosis inducer, increased the

apoptotic population size to 10.1% (Figure S2G). The small

size of the apoptotic cell population agrees with our micro-

scopic observations supporting the apparent absence of sig-

nificant cell death during culture and passaging of LTC-

hPGCLCs. Whereas LTC-hPGCLCs did not proliferate on

non-coated plastic wells, coating with laminin or vitronec-

tin supported short-term proliferation as efficiently as Ma-

trigel for up to 7 days (Figures S3A, S3B). Whether coating

with laminin and/or vitronectin supports long-term
feeder-free culture. Phase contrast images show high-density cells (sca
(C–E) SCF dependency of LTC-hPGCLC expansion in STO-CM. Data were
LTC-hPGCLCs in STO-CM containing three growth factors: SCF, EGF, and
(orange), or LIF (green). Each data point represents mean ± SEM *Sta
the SEL condition. (D) Relative numbers of LTC-hPGCLCs expanded in a
(mean ± SEM). Cell numbers of the condition containing SEL is defined
A dose-response curve of SCF for 7-day growth of LTC-hPGCLCs in STO-
Growth curves of LTC-hPGCLCs in the presence of SCF with or withou
independent experiments. (G) Expression of PRDM1 and TFAP2C in hiPS
permealized cells were immunostained and analyzed with FACS. Rect
feeder-free LTC-hPGCLCs from 90 to 160 days supported by SCF and
expanded in the SCF-supported STO-CM for 100 days.
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expansion of a homogeneous population of LTC-hPGCLCs

needs to be determined in future studies. The SCF-sup-

ported, feeder-free expansion of LTC-hPGCLCs was depen-

dent on STO-CM (Figure 2F). Hereafter, we refer to to the

LTC-hPGCLC maintenance medium containing both SCF

and STO-CM as S-CM.

Previous studies attempted to maintain PGCLCs in me-

dia containing 2.5% fetal calf serum (FCS) (Gell et al.,

2020;Murase et al., 2020; Ohta et al., 2017). However, addi-

tion of 2.5% hESC-grade FCS to S-CM resulted in rapid

emergence of cells morphologically distinct from

hPGCLCs and lost expression of both PRDM1 and TFAP2C

(Figures S3C and S3D). These PRDM1�/TFAP2C� double-

negative cells were morphologically heterogeneous (Fig-

ure S3C), with no characteristics of pluripotent stem cells,

andmany of them rapidly proliferated to dominate the cul-

tures. In contrast, at least 90% of LTC-hPGCLCs expanded

in S-CM maintained expression of both PRDM1 and

TFAP2C after 80–100 days of culture (Figures 2G, S3C–S3E).

LTC-hPGCLCs actively proliferated for at least 160 days

with a 4.5-day population doubling time, expanding an

initial population of 10,000 hPGCLCs to more than one

billion cells in 70 days (Figure 2H). A G-banding assay (Fig-

ure 2I) and digital karyotyping (Figure S4) demonstrated

the normal male diploid karyotype of LTC-hPGCLCs after

100 days of feeder-free expansion. The above-mentioned

experiments performed with LTC-hPGCLCs derived from

the A4 male hiPSCs were reproduced using a female hiPSC

clone (ATCC-BXS0115/ACS-1029; referred to to as F2 in

this study) as well as two more male hiPSC clones, A5

and 9A13 (Figures S2F and S4). Note that the hiPSC clones

A4 and A5 were derived from the same donor, whereas

9A13 was from a different donor.
STO-CM inhibits expression of pluripotency-

associated markers in LTC-hPGCLCs

Mammalian PGCs become committed to produce only

gametes (i.e., unipotent) after they colonize in the nascent

gonads, whereas earlier stages of PGCs are poised to de-

differentiate into the pluripotent state embryonic germ
le bar, 100 mm) and a magnified single cell (inset; scale bar, 10 mm).
pooled from three independent experiments. (C) Growth curves of
LIF (SEL; purple line, full condition), or SEL lacking SCF (blue), EGF
tistically significant reduction (p < 0.05) in growth compared with
7-day culture in STO-CM in the presence of indicated growth factors
as 100%; * statistically significant reduction from it (p < 0.05). (E)
SCM without EGF or LIF. Each data point represents mean ± SEM (F)
t STO-CM (mean ± SEM; *p < 0.05). Data were pooled from three
Cs and LTC-hPGCLCs expanded for 80–100 days in culture. Fixed and
angular gates indicate PRDM1+/TFAP2C+ cells. (H) Growth curve of
STO-CM. (I) Normal diploid karyotype (G-banding) of LTC-hPGCLCs



Figure 3. De-differentiation of LTC-hPGCLCs to hEGCLCs
(A) Phase contrast images of hPGCLCs cultured in S-CM (left) and hEGCLCs emerged after 10-day culture containing SCF and FGF2 but
lacking STO-CM (right). (B) H&E staining of a teratoma formed from hEGCLCs in NSG mice. (C) hPGCLCs cultured in the indicated conditions
were stained for alkaline phosphatase (AP, red) and SOX2 (blue). Top row, global appearance; bottom row, microscopic images (scale bar,
50 mm). (D) Number of colonies including AP+/SOX2+ cells in each well (mean ± SEM). Data were pooled from three independent ex-
periments. (E) IF of POU5F1 (blue), SOX17 (green), and SOX2 (red) in LTC-hPGCLCs maintained for 10 days in S-CM or hEGCLC induction
medium containing SCF and FGF2 but lacking CM. Nuclei were visualized by Hoechst (gray). (F) Nuclear expression of SOX2 in LTC-hPGCLCs
cultured in S-CM or hEGCLC induction medium for 10 days (violin plots; dots show average intensities). Data were pooled from three
independent experiments. (G) Quantitative image analysis on nuclear expression of SOX2, SOX17, and POU5F1 in LTC-hPGCLCs cultured for
10 days in hEGCLC induction medium. Data were pooled from three independent experiments.
cells (Nicholls et al., 2019). To test whether STO-CM pre-

vents hPGCLCs from de-differentiation to pluripotency,

we cultured feeder-free LTC-hPGCLCs in the SCF-contain-

ing maintenance medium lacking STO-CM but supple-

mented with fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF2), which sup-

ports the growth of human primed pluripotent stem cells,

and we observed thatmany large coloniesmorphologically

similar to hiPSC colonies emerged in 10 days (Figure 3A).

Those hiPSC-like cells formed teratomas when trans-
planted into NOD scid-g (NSG) mice (Figure 3B). Differen-

tiation to three germ layers in these teratomas confirmed

the pluripotency of the iPSC-like cells. Whereas LTC-

hPGCLCs were alkaline phosphatase (AP) positive but

SOX2 negative (Figure 3C, leftmost), the hiPSC-like col-

onies were AP+/SOX2+ double positive (Figure 3C, right-

most). These AP+/SOX2+ cells readily expanded in the

mTeSR medium for primed human pluripotent stem cells

and were transcriptionally indistinguishable from bona
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 17 j 507–521 j March 8, 2022 511
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fide primed hiPSCs (Figure 4). On the basis of the above-

mentioned observations, we concluded that the AP+/

SOX2+ hiPSC-like cells resemble human embryonic germ

cells; thus, we refer to to them as human embryonic germ

cell-like cells (hEGCLCs). In the absence of both STO-CM

and FGF2, hPGCLCs were unable to proliferate, and

hEGCLCs did not emerge in the culture either (Figures 3C

and 3D). Finally, in the presence of STO-CM, derivation

of hEGCLCs was strongly suppressed even in the presence

of FGF2 (Figures 3C and 3D). These results support the

notion that STO-CM suppresses de-differentiation of

hPGCLCs to hEGCLCs. SOX17 and SOX2 were identified

as specific markers of LTC-hPGCLCs and hEGCLCs, respec-

tively (Figure 1D; also, see, Figures S2B, and S5). During

LTC-hPGCLC conversion to hEGCLC, a small portion of

cells lost expression of POU5F1, a commonmarker of these

two cell types (Figure 3E). SOX2 was expressed in LTC-

hPGCLCs only when they were exposed to the hEGCLC

derivation medium (SCF+/FGF2+/CM�) but not when

maintained in the S-CM medium (Figure 3F). In the

POU5F1+ LTC-hPGCLCs maintained in the hEGCLC deri-

vation condition, expressions of SOX17 and SOX2 were

mutually exclusive, which was confirmed by quantitative

image analysis of the IF photographs (Figure 3G). Eventu-

ally, all cells maintained in the hEGCLC derivation me-

dium expressed SOX2 (Figure 3C).

LTC-hPGCLCs maintain transcriptomic

characteristics of early-stage human PGCs

We determined transcriptomic profiles of feeder-free LTC-

hPGCLCs by bulk RNA-seq. Transcriptomes of freshly

isolated, pre-expansion (c0) hPGCLCs and long-term-

expanded (c56–c84) hPGCLCs were similar but distin-

guishable (Figures 4A, 4B, and 4E), agreeing with the

observation made by Murase et al. that transcriptome of

the pre-expansion hPGCLCs significantly changed during

a short-period expansion culture for 10 days (Murase

et al., 2020). Both Murase et al. and we observed that

expression of GATA2 and GATA3 strongly diminished

from pre- to post-expansion of hPGCLCs (Figure 4C and

Murase et al., 2020). Both the pre- and post-expansion

hPGCLCs maintained strong expression of representative

hPGC markers PRDM1, TFAP2C, SOX17, NANOS3, KIT,
Figure 4. Transcriptomic profiles of hiPSCs, hPGCLCs, and hEGCLC
(A–D) Bulk RNA-seq data. (A) Unsupervised hierarchical clustering. h
long-term expanded (culture days are shown as c#). hEGCLCs were d
replicates. (B) Pearson’s correlation coefficients between transcripto
data (gestational days 67–74) are from another study (Gkountela et al
hPGCLCs, and hEGCLCs. (E–G) Changes in gene expression in hiPSCs, h
LTC-hPGCLCs (feeder free, 56 days); (F) LTC-hPGCLCs cultured feeder fr
(reads per million + 1), and the numbers and data points of differentia
or cyan. (H and I) Single cell RNA-seq tSNE plot (H) and superimpose
CD38, and CXCR4 (Figures 4C, 4D, and S5), supporting

their legitimate germline identity. Transcriptomes of LTC-

hPGCLCs derived from different iPSC clones and main-

tained for 56–84 days (c56–c84) showed strong similarities

among one another (Figures 4A, 4B, and 4F). Interestingly,

LTC-hPGCLCs expressed later-stage hPGCmarkers DPPA3,

PIWIL2, and DND1 more strongly than pre-expansion

hPGCLCs (Figures 4C, 4D, and S5); however, expression

of germline markers reflecting more advanced stages of

development (e.g., DDX4 and DAZL) in LTC-hPGCLCs re-

mained weak (Figures 4C, 4D, and S5). Tyser et al. recently

presented single-cell RNA-seq data of in vivo hPGCs in very

early stages of development at 16–18 gestational days

(Tyser et al., 2021). Their dataset identified eight

NANOG+/POU5F1+/NANOS3+ hPGCs, which sporadically

expressed hPGC markers TFAP2C, PRDM1, or CD38 and

were negative for GATA2, GATA3, DAZL, DDX4, or SYCP3

(Figures S6A and S6B). On the other hand, single-cell

RNA-seq data presented by Li et al. for in vivo NANOG+/

NANOS3+ hPGCs in a later stage at 4 weeks of gestation

(Li et al., 2017) expressed the late-PGC markers DAZL and

DDX4 weakly but at unignorable levels (Figures S6C–

S6E). In either of these single-cell RNA-seq data, expression

of GATA2 or GATA3 was not detected in hPGCs (Figures

S6B, S6D, and S6E), placing our c0 hPGCLCs to a unique

GATA2+/GATA3+ stage in hPGC development as described

by Kojima et al. (2021). Taken together, these results indi-

cate that hPGCLCs experience significant transcriptomic

changes during the initial transition from the GATA2/3-

positive pre-expansion state to the GATA2/3-negative

post-expansion state, whereas both the pre- and post-

expansion cells are legitimate hPGCLCs. Once entering

the post-expansion state, transcriptomes of LTC-hPGCLCs

remain stable.

Homogeneity of LTC-hPGCLCs determined by single-

cell RNA-seq

To evaluate cellular heterogeneity in LTC-hPGCLC cul-

tures, we examined their single-cell RNA-seq profiles. The

t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) plot

analysis demonstrated the highly homogeneous nature of

LTC-hPGCLC cultures comparable to that of hiPSCs (Fig-

ure 4H). Expression of hPGCLC marker genes (PRDM1,
s
PGCLCs generated from hiPSCs (clones A4, A5, F2, and 9A13) were
erived from hPGCLCs. Rep1 and rep2 are independently performed
mes. (C) Heatmap representation of marker gene expression. hPGC
., 2015). (D) Gene expression dynamics in hiPSCs, c0-hPGCLCs, LTC-
PGCLCs, and hEGCLCs. Scatterplots compare (E) hPGCLCs (c0) versus
ee for 56 and 84 days; and (G) hiPSCs and hEGCLCs. Axes are in log2
lly expressed genes (log2 [fold change]R 1) are shown in magenta
d expression of marker genes (I).
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TFAP2C, SOX17, NANOS3, and CD38) and a pluripotency-

associated marker gene (SOX2) showed strong homogenei-

ty within each cluster of cells, whereas expression of

POU5F1 was homogenously ubiquitous in all cells (Fig-

ure 4I). The tSNE clusters of LTC-hPGCLCs (as well as those

of hiPSCs) were clearly separated by sex, which is consis-

tent with significantly stronger expression of genes located

on the X chromosome in female cells than in males’,

although expression of autosomal genes is largely unaf-

fected by sex (Figure S5E). Degrees of the female-

augmented expression of the X chromosomal genes were

largely unaffected by cell types (Figure S5E). The sensitivity

of our single-cell RNA-seq analysis was sufficient to detect

cellular heterogeneity in expression of cell cycle genes

(PCNA for G1-S; TOP2A, CDK1, and MKI67 for G2/M)

within each cluster (Figure 4I). PCA analysis separated the

four tSNE clusters into two groups by cell types (hiPSC

versus hPGCLC), with small degrees of heterogeneity in

each group along by sex (Figure S5C), largely agreeing

with the tSNE plots (Figure S5D). Thus, the single-cell

RNA-seq data confirm that LTC-hPGCLCs maintain highly

homogeneous populations of hPGCLCs consisting of

actively proliferating cells even after long-term expansion

without accumulating other types of cells.

Epigenetic characteristics of LTC-hPGCLCs

Global deposition of H3K27me3 increases upon differenti-

ation of human pluripotent stem cells to hPGCLCs,

whereas deposition of H3K9me2 decreases (Sasaki et al.,

2015). IF and western blotting confirmed that these

changes are preserved in LTC-hPGCLCs (Figures 5A and

5B), providing further evidence that LTC-hPGCLCs main-

tain their hPGC-like characteristics.

Although proteomics of histone modifications is a

powerful approach to quantitative determination of epige-

netic characteristics of mammalian cells, it requires large

amounts of homogeneous cells that are not readily ob-

tained using previous methods of hPGCLC expansion

(Gell et al., 2020; Murase et al., 2020). Taking advantage

of our LTC-hPGCLCs, we performed proteomics determi-

nation of 84 histone modifications in their genome (Fig-

ure S7A) and were able to confirm a reduction in

H3K9me2 and an increase in H3K27me3 as differences be-

tween LTC-hPGCLCs and hiPSCs, agreeing with IF and

western blotting data (Figures 5A and, 5B). Various other

changes in histone modifications between LTC-hPGCLCs

and hiPSCs (e.g., H4K12Ac) were also evident, although

detailed confirmations of such modifications await future

studies.

We determined the global gDNA methylome of LTC-

hPGCLCs by whole-genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS;

Figure 5C). The global 5-methylcytosine (5mC) level

decreased from hiPSCs (mean = 73.3%) to c0-hPGCLCs
514 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 17 j 507–521 j March 8, 2022
(64.2%) and then further in LTC-hPGCLCs (54.2%) across

all major genomic features (Figure 5D). A small decrease

from c56 (56.2%) to c84 (54.2%) LTC-hPGCLCs was statis-

tically insignificant. The global 5meC levels of hiPSCs and

hEGCLCs were comparable, indicating that the �20%

global gDNA demethylation in LTC-hPGCLCs from their

pluripotent precursor cells was largely reversible. The

differentially methylated regions (DMRs) of the imprinting

genes tended to be demethylated in LTC-hPGCLCs more

strongly than the global average (Figure 5E). Among the

DMRs, the intergenic-DMR (IG-DMR) of the DLK1-DIO3

imprinting cluster and H19 DMR showed relatively robust

demethylation in (LTC-)hPGCLCs compared with hiPSCs

(IG-DMR: 85.0% in hiPSCs versus 28.1% in LTC-hPGCLCs;

H19: 70.3% in hiPSCs versus 18.6% in LTC-hPGCLCs). On

the other hand, PEG3-DMR and MEG3-DMR maintained

their high levels of CpG methylation (PEG3: 90.0% in

hiPSC versus 82.6% in LTC-hPGCLCs; MEG3: 91.0% in

hiPSCs versus 82.0% in LTC-hPGCLCs). Thus, DMR deme-

thylation in LTC-hPGCLCs was heterogeneous and partial.

The DMRs regulating the imprinted expression of the H19

RNA were almost completed demethylated in LTC-

hPGCLCs, whereas these regions are �50% methylated in

hiPSCs, as confirmed by WGBS (Figure 5E) and methyl-

ation-specific multiplexed ligation-dependent probe

amplification (MS-MLPA; Figures S7B–S7D). Agreeing

with this strong demethylation, H19 RNA expression was

bi-allelic in LTC-hPGCLCs of both sexes, whereas it is

monoallelic in the precursor hiPSCs (Figures S7E and

S7F). Whether other imprinting genes are bi-allelically ex-

pressed in LTC-hPGCLCs, and possibly in hEGCLCs as

well, needs to be determined in future studies.

The long-terminal repeats (LTRs) of the human endoge-

nous retroviruses (HERVs) generally reduced their 5mC

contents in LTR-hPGCLCs, although the degree of reduc-

tion was relatively small in the HERV-IP family (Figure 5F).

In contrast, LTR5 and LTR5_Hs (Hs, human specific), which

are the youngest classes of HERVs, showed the most

remarkable LTR demethylation in both c0-hPGCLCs and

LTC-hPGCLCs (Figures 5F and 5G).

Transcriptomic and epigenomic characteristics of

hEGCLCs

Transcriptomic profiles of hiPSCs and hEGCLCs showed

striking similarities (Figures 4A and, 4C) with Pearson’s cor-

relation coefficients greater than 0.90 (Figure 4B). Between

them, we identified 179 differentially expressed genes

(DEGs; Figure 4G), including KHDC3L, DPPA3, PIWIL2,

and DLK1 (Figures 4C, 4D, and 4G). Because these four

DEGs were also expressed more strongly in LTC-hPGCLCs

than in hiPSCs (Figures 4C and 4D), we speculate that

they were incompletely re-suppressed during re-program-

ming of LTC-hPGCLCs to the pluripotent hEGCLCs.



Figure 5. Epigenetic profiles of hiPSCs, hPGCLCs, and hEGCLCs
(A) IF comparison of H3K9me2 and H3K27me3 expression between hiPSCs and LTC-hPGCLCs. Mixtures of hiPSCs (EGFP negative) and LTC-
hPGCLCs (EGFP positive) were subjected to multiplex staining for H3K27me3 (blue), and H3K9me2 (red). Nuclei were visualized by Hoechst
(gray). Dotted lines delineate LTC-hPGCLCs. (B) Western blotting detection of H3K27me3 and H3K9me2 in hiPSCs and LTC-hPGCLCs. (C)
Violin plots of DNA methylomes (whole-genome bisulfite sequencing). Horizontal bars indicate global averages. (D–F) Heatmaps of CpG
methylation at (D) various genomic features (HCP, ICP, and LCP are gDNA regions with high, intermediate, and low densities of CpG sites,
respectively); (E) imprinting-controlling differentially methylated regions (DMRs), and (F) representative human endogenous retrovi-
ruses. (G) Line plot of CpG methylation rate of LTR5_Hs, LTR5A, and LTR7 in the indicated cells.
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Figure 6. Senescence assessment of LTC-
hPGCLCs
(A and B) Enzymatic detection of senes-
cence-associated b-galactosidase (bGal)
activity. Human neonatal dermal fibroblasts
(HNDF) were maintained for five or 20 pas-
sages and subjected to bGal staining. (A)
Phase contrast microscopic images (scale
bar, 50 mm). (B) Quantification of bGal+

cells (mean ± SEM). Data were pooled from
three independent experiments. (C) Telo-
merase enzymatic activity. Data were
normalized to HNDF and shown as mean ±
SEM Data were pooled from three indepen-
dent experiments. (D) Whole-genome telo-
mere length. hiPSCs and LTC-hPGCLCs and
HNDF (passages 5–19) were subjected to a
telomere length assay, and data are pre-
sented as mean ± SEM normalized to hiPSCs.
Data were pooled from three independent
experiments. *Statistical significance (p <
0.05, t test); n.s., not significant.
However, degrees of CpGmethylation in promoter or gene

body of these four DEGs determined by WGBS did not

show significant differences between hiPSCs and

hEGCLCs. Expression of DLK1 protein in LTC-hPGCLCs

or hEGCLCs was not detected by IF, apparently due to tech-

nical issues. Whereas the imprinting genes differentially

expressed between hiPSCs and hEGCLCsmay significantly

contribute to biological differences between these two

pluripotent types of cells, non-imprinting DEGs would

certainly affect the distinct characteristics of these cells as

well. Future studies are necessary formore detailed compar-

isons between hiPSCs and hEGCLCs.

Whereas DMRs of several imprinting genes were deme-

thylated in LTR-hPGCLCs compared with hiPSCs, many of

themwere re-methylated inhEGCLCsbut toweaker degrees

than in hiPSCs (Figure 5E). For example, the average 5mC

level of the IG-DMR, which is involved in regulation of

DLK1 expression, was high in hiPSCs (84%), reduced in

the c0-hPGCLCs (64%), and decreased further in LTC-

hPGCLCs (28%) but partially re-methylated to 70% in

hEGCLCs (Figure 5E). These results suggest that de-differen-

tiation of LTC-hPGCLCs to hEGCLCs is accompanied by re-

methylation of several imprinting-controlling DMRs

although degrees of their re-methylation often do not reach

the levels in the precursor hiPSCs. The mechanism of DNA

re-methylation during the transition from LTC-hPGCLC

to hEGCLC is unknown. During this transition, expression

of the de novo DNA methyltransferases DNMT3A and

DNMT3B as well as the maintenance methyltransferase

DNMT1 (along with its cofactor UHRF1) was upregulated

to the level observed in hiPSCs (Figure 4C). The increased

expression of these methyltransferases/cofactor may sup-
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port global DNA re-methylation in hEGCLCs. Although

expression of DNMT3L mRNA was rather decreased,

DNMT3Lproteinmighthavebeenable to support functions

of the de novomethyltransferases during the transition.

LTC-hPGCLCs are telomerase-positive cells whose

telomere length is preserved during long-term

expansion

Because the growth curve of LTC-hPGCLCs was linear dur-

ing their long-term expansion (Figures 2H, S4B, and S4C),

we examined whether LTC-hPGCLCs experience cellular

senescence. Senescence-associated b-galactosidase activity

was detected in human neonatal dermal fibroblasts

(HNDFs), from which the A4 and A5 hiPSC clones were

generated (Mitsunaga et al., 2017), after 20 passages (Figures

6A, 6B). In contrast, our attempts to detect b-galactosidase

activity in c154 LTC-hPGCLCs under the same condition

was conclusively negative (Figure 6B). LTC-hPGCLCs had

significant telomerase activity that was �25% the level of

hiPSCs (Figure 6C) and showed no sign of telomere length

shortening during long-term expansion in cell culture (Fig-

ure 6D). These results indicate that the LTC-hPGCLC is a

telomerase-positive cell culture model whose proliferation

is not limited by cellular senescence, reminiscent of the

ability of human pluripotent stem cells or malignant cells

to proliferate without apparent limits of passaging.

Differentiation of LTC-hPGCLCs to DAZL-positive

cells resembling M-prospermatogonia in the xrTestis

organ culture

Hwang et al. recently developed the xenogeneic reconsti-

tuted testis (xrTestis) organ culture system consisting of



Figure 7. Differentiation of LTC-hPGCLCs
to DAZL-positive gonocyte-like cells in
xrTestis
(A) Schematic representation of xrTestis.
Single-cell suspensions of E12.5 mouse fetal
testes were depleted of mouse PGCs (mPGCs)
by MACS and co-cultured with EGFP-labeled
LTC-hPGCLCs in a floating culture condition.
Resulting cell aggregates were maintained
in an air-liquid interphase (ALI) culture
condition. (B) Microscopic images of day-77
xrTestis. BF, bright field. The area shown by
a dotted rectangle in the low-power field
(LPF; scale bar, 100 mm) is enlarged in the
high-power field (HPF; scale bar, 20 mm). (C)
IF of human TFAP2C and mouse Sox9 in day-
14 xrTestis. Scale bars, 10 mm. (D) IF of
human TFAP2C and DAZL in day-14 and day-
77 xrTestis. Scale bars, 10 mm. (E) Ratio of
DAZL+ cells in EGFP+ cells in day-14 and day-
77 xrTestis (mean ± SEM of three indepen-
dently formed xrTestis).
mouse fetal testicular somatic cells and hPGCLCs and

demonstrated that freshly isolated, DAZL-negative

hPGCLCs were capable of differentiating to DAZL-positive

cells resemblingM-prospermatogonia (Hwang et al., 2020).

We constructed the xrTestis organ culture aggregates using

EGFP-labeled LTC-hPGCLCs expanded for 120 days in cell

culture (Figure 7A). The xrTestis spontaneously formed

tubular structures reminiscent of seminiferous tubules,

and LTC-hPGCLCs were localized exclusively within these

tubules (Figure 7B). IF of the cross sections of the tubules re-

vealed central hollow spaces surrounded by Sox9-positive

mouse Sertoli cells, and the EGFP+/TFAP2C+ LTC-hPGCLCs

were integrated within the tubules outside the Sertoli cells

(Figure 7C). After 77-day of xrTestis culture, approximately

40% of the EGFP+/TFAP2C+ cells expressed DAZL, whereas

no DAZL expression was detected at 14 days (Figures 7D,

7E). These data indicate that LTC-hPGCLCs retained their

capability of differentiating to ‘‘M-prospermatogonia-like

cells’’ (MLCs) in xrTestis after 120 days of expansion in

cell culture.
DISCUSSION

Our current study established LTC-hPGCLCs, which can be

expanded in cell culture long term in a serum-free and

feeder-free condition without losing their homogeneous,

PGC-like cellular identity. FACS analyses showed no accu-

mulation of cells that lost expression of the hPGCLC

markers PRDM1or TFAP2C in the LTC-hPGCLC cultures af-

ter in vitro expansion for 70–153 days (Figures 2G and S2F).

This remarkable stability is in sharp contrast to a preceding
study, in which hPGCLCs had to be re-enriched by FACS at

every passage since a large portion of them continuously

lost their germline identity over time (Murase et al.,

2020). Our RNA-seq data demonstrate very strong tran-

scriptomal similarities between LTC-hPGCLCs maintained

in culture for 56 and84days (Figure4B) aswell as robust and

persistent expression of a number of hPGC marker genes

(Figure 4C). These results confirmed that our protocol sup-

ports FACS-free expansion of LTC-hPGCLCs retaining their

hPGC-like identity. Single-cell RNA-seq data demonstrate

the highly homogeneous aspects of LTC-hPGCLCs after

120-day expansion in cell culture, whereas heterogeneous

expression of cell cycle genes was evident in the homoge-

neous clusters of cells (Figures 4H, 4I, S5C, and S5D).

During cell culture expansion or passaging, LTC-

hPGCLCs show a minimal level of apoptotic cell loss,

whereas they are still sensitive to apoptotic induction by

staurosporine (Figure S2G). This novel resource would

significantly lower a hurdle to using the hPGCLC model

for human germline cell research. Successful maintenance

of LTC-hPGCLCs in feeder-free cell culture is dependent on

four critical factors, namely, the use of SCF, STO-CM, and

Matrigel, and the absence of FCS. STO-CM is required to

stimulate hPGCLC proliferation (Figures 2F, 3C, and 3D)

and to prevent de-differentiation of hPGCLCs to pluripo-

tent hEGCLCs (Figure 3). During the conversion of the

POU5F1+/SOX2–/SOX17+ LTC-hPGCLCs to POU5F1+/

SOX2+/SOX17– hEGCLCs, expressions of SOX2 and

SOX17 were mutually exclusive, with no evidence of

SOX2+/SOX17+ double-positive cells (Figures 3E–3G).

In the presence of SCF and FGF2 but the absence of STO-

CM, LTC-hPGCLCs were readily converted to hEGCLCs
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(Figure 3). We observed no difference in the efficiency of

hEGCLC generation between freshly isolated hPGCLCs

and LTC-hPGCLCs (data not shown). Nicholls et al.

showed that early-stage, migrating mouse embryonic

PGCs (mPGCs) can generate EGCs but late-stage mPGCs

that have settled in the genital ridges rapidly lose this capa-

bility (Nicholls et al., 2019). The capability of (LTC-)

hPGCLCs to generate hEGCLCs may reflect that hPGCLCs

resemble early-stage human embryonic PGCs (Mitsunaga

et al., 2017). It is interesting to speculate that late-stage hu-

man embryonic PGCs in the genital ridges may be inca-

pable of generating embryonic germ cells and that the

xrTestis culture of (LTC-)hPGCLCs might be useful for

exploring mechanisms of the retention and/or loss of the

reinstatement of the pluripotency; this speculation should

be addressed in future studies.

Addition of FCS to our optimized hPGCLC long-term

maintenance medium (S-CM; SCF + STO-CM) turned

disruptive rather than supportive (Figures S3A–S3C), which

may partly explain why preceding efforts of long-term

expansion of hPGCLCs in media containing FCS have

proved challenging (Gell et al., 2020; Murase et al., 2020).

Our attempts to replace the STO-CM with growth factors

secreted from STO cells into the medium such as

CXCL12, TGFbs, and IGFs (Talbot et al., 2012) have been

unsuccessful so far.

Evidence is accumulating that specification of human

and monkey PGCs in early-stage embryos require the

pioneer transcription factors such as GATA3 and TFAP2A,

which bind their target DNA sequences in tightly wrapped

heterochromatin regions to induce chromatin remodeling

and enhance their access to other transcription factors

(Chen et al., 2019; Kojima et al., 2021; Murase et al.,

2020; Sasaki et al., 2016). In vivo expression of GATA3 in

the PGCs is strong soon after PGC specification but rapidly

suppressed during their migration far before they settle in

the genital ridges (Sasaki et al., 2016). In vitro expression

of GATA3 in hPGCLCs is rapidly induced when precursor

cell aggregates are exposed to the hPGCLC induction me-

dium containing BMP4 (Chen et al., 2019; Kojima et al.,

2021) but ceased during the course of hPGCLC induction

(Chen et al., 2019) or during the initial, short-term

(�10 days) expansion of hPGCLCs in cell culture (Murase

et al., 2020). Prolonged expression of GATA3 from an

inducible vector in hPGCLCs in the BMP4-containing

hPGCLC induction medium resulted in major cell death

(Kojima et al., 2021). Thus, our GATA2/3-positive, freshly

isolated (c0) hPGCLCs correspond with the GATA2/3-pos-

itive hPGCLCs observed by others (Chen et al., 2019;

Kojima et al., 2021; Murase et al., 2020), and our GATA2/

3-negative LTC-hPGCLCs are equivalent to the post-expan-

sion hPGCLCs described by Murase et al. (2020). Impor-

tantly, both the pre- and the post-expansion hPGCLCs
518 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 17 j 507–521 j March 8, 2022
obtained by us and others expressed the key hPGC (LC)

markers, indicating that the two states of cells are both

legitimate hPGCLCs. Thus, our LTC-hPGCLCs stablymain-

tain the GATA2/3-negative, post-expansion state of

hPGCLCs, which still resemble the DDX4/DAZL-negative,

early-stage hPGCs (Chen et al., 2017). It is unknown

whether long-term maintenance of the GATA2/3-positive

state of hPGCLCs, which are presumably close to the germ-

line specification stage of very early hPGCs in vivo, is

possible or not. Applicability of our method to cell culture

expansion of human embryonic PGCs in the early or late

stage also remains to be determined by future studies.

Several markers associating late stages of hPGCs such as

PIWIL2 or DPPA3 significantly increased their expression

during the course of the long-term expansion of LTC-

hPGCLCs (Figures 4C and 4D), implying a possibility that

LTC-hPGCLCs alone can undergo a certain degree of matu-

ration in vitro. However, the significant degree of global

gDNA demethylation in LTC-hPGCLCs observed in our

current study (Figure 5C; reaching to 54.2% at c84) was still

far weaker than those observed for embryonic hPGCs

(�30% in 59-day male PGCs; Gkountela et al., 2015) or

advanced stages of hPGCLC-derived germline cells in

xeno-organoid cultures (Hwang et al., 2020; Yamashiro

et al., 2018). Therefore, in vitro maturation of LTC-

hPGCLCs, if any, seems arrested at a stage mimicking

hPGCs before their gonadal settlement. The LTR5 and

LTR5_Hs human endogenous retroviruses showed excep-

tionally strong degrees of demethylation (Figures 5F and

5G) although the reason for the specific strong CpG deme-

thylation at these endogenous retroviruses is unknown.

Future studies will be required to elucidate the possible bio-

logical significance as well as epigenetic mechanism of the

unique and strong CpG demethylation in (LTC)-hPGCLCs.

The global gDNA demethylation involving imprinting

genes is a hallmark of epigenetic reprogramming in

mammalian PGCs (Seisenberger et al., 2012; Seki et al.,

2007). Some of the DMRs controlling imprinted gene

expression were significantly demethylated in LTC-

hPGCLCs (Figure 5E), and the strong demethylation at

the IG-DMR (Figure 5E) may contribute to the increased

expression of DLK1 mRNA in (LTC-)hPGCLCs (Figure 4D).

Our RNA-seq data provided evidence that the H19

imprinting gene is expressed mono-allelically in the pre-

cursor hiPSCs but bi-allelically in LTC-hPGCLCs (Figures

S7E and S7F). Prevalence and mechanisms of the apparent

loss of imprinting in (LTC-)hPGCLCs need to be character-

ized further in future studies.

The usefulness of CD38 as a surface marker for FACS

enrichment of hPGCLCs was first reported by Irie et al.

(2015), and our preceding study showed that the CD38+

hPGCLCs strongly expressed representative hPGCmarkers

such as PRDM1, TFAP2C, SOX17, andNANOS3 (Mitsunaga



et al., 2017). We also showed strong expression of CD38 in

hPGCLCs generated using a different method, involving

intermediate production of the incipient mesoderm-like

cells (iMeLCs) and FACS-enriched using other cell surface

markers, namely, EpCAM and integrin a6 (Mitsunaga

et al., 2017; Sasaki et al., 2015). On the other hand, expres-

sion of several key hPGC markers such as NANOS3 or

SOX17 in CD38� cells was far weaker than in CD38+ cells

(Mitsunaga et al., 2017). Single-cell RNA-seq profiling in

our current study presents direct evidence that all individ-

ual LTC-hPGCLC cells expressing CD38 simultaneously

and strongly express the hPGC markers PRDM1, TFAP2C,

NANOS3, and SOX17 (Figures 4H, 4I, S5C, and S5D). Taken

together, the CD38-positive hPGCLCs and LTC-hPGCLCs

represent the authentic population of cells resembling hu-

man embryonic PGCs. On the other hand, there has been

no evidence supporting the existence of CD38-negative

subpopulations of hPGCs or hPGCLCs.

The protocol described here supports unlimited and

rapid expansion of homogeneous hPGCLCs preserving

hPGC-like characteristics and normal karyotype in a

feeder-free condition. Even after prolonged expansion

(120 days), LTC-hPGCLCs retained their capability of

differentiating toDAZL-positiveMLCs (Figure 7), reproduc-

ing a previous observation made with freshly isolated

hPGCLCs (Hwang et al., 2020). The emergence of

hPGCLC-derived TFAP2C+/DAZL+ double-positive cells in

xrTestis was observed in our current study (Figure 7D)

and in a preceding study (Hwang et al., 2020), using

different rabbit polyclonal antibodies, whose specificity

was confirmed by staining cryosections of human adult

testes in the present study. Future studies will be necessary

to determine whether TFAP2C+/DAZL+ double-positive

germline cells also emerge in human embryonic testes.

Twomale and one female LTC-hPGCLC lines have been es-

tablished in the current study, and their sex-specific DE-Gs

clearly separated their tSNE profiles (Figures 4H, 4I, and

S5E). LTC-hPGCLCs can be used for various experiments

that require homogeneous populations of live cells, such

as high-throughput chemical or genetic screenings,

proteomics, or biochemical studies, possibly facilitating

pharmacological or toxicological assessments of drugs or

environmental toxicants for their germline effects. The his-

tone proteomics experiment presented in our current study

(Figure S7A) exemplifies the usefulness of access to large-

yield and highly homogeneous populations of LTC-

hPGCLCs offered by our method. LTC-hPGCLCs will also

be valuable in studying carcinogenic mechanisms of

germ cell tumors, which are believed to arise from hPGCs

(Oosterhuis and Looijenga, 2019). Since frozen LTC-

hPGCLCs are readily stored with high viability, a collection

of LTC-hPGCLCs harboring various normal and disease-

linked genetic backgrounds (e.g., sex, ethnicities, familial
infertility) would be a useful resource that facilitates studies

on health of human germline cells.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Induction of hPGCLCs
hPGCLCs were generated from hiPSCs as we previously described

(Mitsunaga et al., 2017, 2019, 2021) with 5 or 8 days of exposure

to BMP4 as shown in Figure S1. Day 8 EBswere dissociated to single

cells, using the Embryoid Body Dissociation Kit (Militenyi Biotec,

130-096-348) and stained with an allophycocyanin (APC)-conju-

gated mouse anti-CD38 antibody (Abcam, Ab134399, dilution

1:20) to collect CD38+ hPGCLCs by using FACSAria Fusion (BD

Biosciences).

Preparation of hPGCLC maintenance medium (S-CM

medium)
The hPGCLC basal medium contained 13% (v/v) KSR, 13 NEAA,

1 mM sodium pyruvate, and 13 penicillin-streptomycin in Glas-

gow’s MEM with 2 mM glutamine (ThermoFisher, 11710035).

STO-CM was prepared by maintaining 5.0 3 106 mitomycin C-

treated STO cells in 12 mL of hPGCLC basal medium for 24 h,

removing cells by centrifugation, and storing frozen at �20�C un-

til use. The complete hPGCLC maintenance medium (S-CM for

SCF-supplemented CM) was prepared by adding 0.1 mM b-mer-

captoethanol, 50 mg/mL L-ascorbic acid, and 100 ng/mL recombi-

nant human SCF to the CM.

hPGCLC expansion culture
FACS-enriched CD38+ hPGCLCs (500–2,000 cells) were inoculated

onto STO feeder layers (8-9 3 104 cells/cm2) in a well of six-well

plates (Corning, 3506) with SCF-supplemented hPGCLC basalme-

dium containing 10 mM Y27632 dihydrochloride. Medium was

changed every other day without Y27632. During the initial phase

of hPGCLC expansion, cells were dissociated using Accutase and

passaged onto fresh STO feeder layers at every 5–14 days without

increasing the number of wells.

WhenhPGCLCs expanded to�20% confluence, cells were disso-

ciated using Accutase and incubated in wells coated with 0.1%

gelatin (STEMCELL, 07903) at 37�C for 30 min to remove STO

cells, which rapidly adhere to the wells. The feeder-diminished

hPGCLCs were transferred onto Matrigel-coated wells in the S-

CM and passaged using Accutase. hPGCLCs were also inoculated

on wells coated with laminin (Millipore, cc160) or vitronectin

(Millipore, cc130).

hEGCLC derivation from hPGCLCs
The hEGCLC derivation medium consisted of the hPGCLC

basal medium, 100 ng/mL recombinant human SCF (Peprotech,

300-07), and 20 ng/mL recombinant human FGF2 (R&D Sys-

tems, 4114-TC). LTC-hPGCLCs were inoculated into Matrigel-

coated six well plates (1,000–2,000 cells/cm2) and maintained

in the hEGCLC derivation medium for 10 days with one-half

of the medium changed every other day. Thereafter, cells were

maintained in the mTeSR plus medium for at least 10 days

before use.
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